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DESIGN MANUFACTURING DELIVERY



CMAlifts was founded in January 2001, with an ambitious idea, by the brothers Messrs Giulio and Gaetano Caputo, and 
a mission centred on the model of an industrial company with a craftsman’s heart, that manufactures lifts, platform lifts 
and elevators for civil and industrial use, focusing on customer care, product quality, personnel safety and environmental 
protection. 
Twenty years later, CMAlifts is today leader in Italy in the vertical transport industry, operating in full compliance with the 
standards for occupational health and safety management systems, having acquired the ISO 45001:2018 certification, in 
addition to ISO 9001 for quality management and ISO 14001 for environmental management systems. 

Moreover, FEBO electric and Mercury hydraulic platform lifts are provided with the EC Type Examination Certificate, and 
the processing of structural steel components is certified by the Factory Production Control Certificate of Conformity.
The size of the market in which CMAlifts operates, has increased over the years to such an extent that a production 
capacity, adequate to the growing demand of the marketplace, has been essential. This expansion has recently 
materialised with the inauguration of the ultra-modern headquarters, where every area of work finds its own space.

In order to meet growing demands, CMAlifts is represented on the Italian national territory, as well as abroad, with its 
own sales representative offices. CMAlifts is also currently planning a further growth programme, in which artisan work 
will soon be complemented by the accuracy and speed of a number of machineries and robots of the 4.0 industry.

The constant increase in commercial orders coming from foreign markets, has been the result of continuous exhibiting 
at international trade fairs and events. Today, CMAlifts has customers in Europe, Africa, Asia and Oceania.
Craftsman in its heart, as well as in the creativity of its workforce, CMAlifts is a company that offers hi-tech systems 
focusing on the relationship with people, thus solutions are shaped together with customers, with a working method 
that distinguishes each phase: order management, design, production and delivery on site with its own means of 
transport.

CMAlifts Headquarters, Corato (BA) - Italy

CMAlifts,
ABOUT US



OUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE OFFICES

Milan

Sales Representative Office
Via A. Manzoni, 37
20019 - Settimo Milanese (MI) - Italy
Tel. +39 02 87159009
commerciale4@CMAlifts.com

Algeria

C.M.A. ASCENSEUR ALGERIE
El Hachemi Aliane
Cité Fatma N’ssourmar N°3 A3
Dar El beida, 16000 Algiers - Algeria
Tel. +213 550629724
Mobile +39 3486380201 
vente-algerie@CMAlifts.com

Rome

Sales Representative Office
Via della Rustica, 131
00155 - Rome - Italy
TEL. +39 06 92959935
commerciale2@CMAlifts.com

Palermo

Sales Representative Office
Heron passage, 10
90040 - Isola delle Femmine (PA) - Italy
Tel. +39 091 5556983
commerciale3@CMAlifts.com

Poland

Sales Representative Office
Mr Michal Lis
Ul. Klimasa 29/1
50-515 -Wroclaw - Poland
Mobile +48 512559447
cmapolska@cmalifts.com

Senegal 

Sales Representative Office
Dakar - Senegal
Mobile +39 335 5824606
monaldi.massimiliano@gmail.com

CMAlifts is present on the national Italian territory through its 
own sales representative offices, in Rome, Palermo and Settimo 
Milanese, as well as abroad, in Algeria, Poland and Senegal.



CMAlifts, THE MARKET
CMAlifts is an international company operating across all continents through a network of 
sales agents, customers or distributors. 
The growing urban development has generated the need for an increasingly sophisticated 
verticalisation of cities, in terms of safety and environmental sustainability. In Europe, the new 
Safety Directive on lifts has regenerated a market in which CMAlifts’ cutting-edge technology 
plays a key role in modernisations. 

EUROPE
• Italy
• Albania
• Austria
• Republic of San Marino
• Croatia
• France
• Germany
• Malta
• Moldova
• Montenegro
• Poland
• United Kingdom
• Slovenia
• Switzerland

AFRICA
• Algeria
• Cameroon
• Senegal
• Egypt

ASIA
• Saudi Arabia
• United Arab Emirates
• Israel
• Lebanon
• Qatar
• Singapore
• Syria
• Kuwait

OCEANIA
• Australia



CMAlifts’ reference market is the whole world. The 
constant increase in orders from foreign markets has 
undoubtedly been the result of a continuous participation 
at international trade events. Milan’ s Lift Expo and Italia 
Eleva appointments have now been complemented by 
international ones: Interlift in Augsburg, Batimatec in 
Algiers, Euro Lift in Kielce and Elevator Show in Dubai. 

CMAlifts is the proud leader of CMA&Partners, a group 
of Italian companies of the lift sector, in partnership with 
each other, aiming at offering  international customers 
complete lift plants made in Italy. 
Visiting our stand, therefore, means exchanging winning 
ideas together with a group of Italian professionals of 
international calibre.

TRADE FAIRS



PEOPLE, OUR STRENGTH



The secret of our company’s success lies in teamwork, 
where professionalism and modern solutions are mixed 
with the creativity of the individual workers. 
CMAlifts is an industrial-sized company that preserves 
an artisan heart, whose product is designed according 
to specific international requirements. The company is a 
leader in the design, production and assembly of complete 
custom-made plants. The company has the most important 
certifications in the field of metal carpentry, management, 
safety at work and environment.
The headquarters of CMAlifts is located in Corato, in 
Puglia, and houses as well as coordinates various offices 
distributed in Italy and abroad.
The headquarters is the administrative, productive, 
commercial and logistic reference point of the company. 
Here, a team of professionals is constantly working to 
provide customers and suppliers all over the world with 
technical advice and solutions. The great expertise of 
our designers allows us to devise reliable, safe and 
technologically advanced solutions of great aesthetic 
impact for any vertical transport request. The company’s 
choices aim at professional growth by creating industrial 
trends and culture on a global level.

1 - co-C.E.O. (Co-Chief Executive Officer)

2 - Data Centre

3 - Sales Dept. Italy

4 - International Sales Dept.

5 - Research & Development Dept.

6 - Technical Dept.

7 - Purchasing Dept.

8 - Production Manager’s Office

9 - Logistics Dept.

10 - Administration Dept.

11 - Certification Dept.

12 - After Sales Dept.

13 - Management Systems Dept.

14 - Reception

15 - Hall

16 - Meeting Room
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The production phase starts with the design of the product or 
lift plant, and uses the latest generation of 3D CAD software. 
The design is sent to production where, thanks to the help of 
modern machinery close to the concepts of the modern 4.0 
industry, it becomes reality.  At this point, the experience and 
skills of our craftsmen allow us to complete the realization of 
the product making it ready for delivery.  
This way, we are able to realize from the most personalized 
residential lift plant to the simplest standard plants, moving 
through more complex solutions, such as building renovations 
or plants intended for production activities.

1 - Supply Dept.

2 - Cutting section

3 - Punching section

4 - Bending section

5 - Steel lift shaft structure
      assembly section

6 - Car frame assembly section

7 - Bracketing section

8 - Guide rail cutting section

9 - Doorframes and door-leaf 
     assembly section

10 - Manual door assembly section

11- Lift car assembly section

12 - Lift car roof and footboard
        assembly section

13 - Painting section

14 - Packaging Dept.

15 - Production department
        overview

16 - Finished product warehouse

17 - Forklift recharging area

18 - Loading/unloading area
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CMAlifts 
PRODUCT 

RANGE

CMAlifts plants are the result of our own technical expertise in conjunction with a long 
manufacturing and assembly experience, which allows us to offer reliable complete systems.

CMAlifts PRODUCT RANGE



THE STRATEGY
OF TEAMWORK
The work strategy, implemented within CMAlifts, is based on the principle that teamwork, 
aimed at achieving company’s objectives, is of benefit to every single professional, because 
we believe that teamwork is the fuel that enables a company to achieve extraordinary 
results.



CMAlifts designs, manufactures and assembles lifts, platform lifts and 
elevators for civil and industrial use. More specifically, it deals with the 
design and production of metal lift shaft structures and mechanical frames, 
lift cars, as well as the assembly of complete plants, entirely tailor-made 
with a wide range of materials, finishes and colours chosen by the customer. 
One of the strong points of our company is the high customization of the 
products we offer.
The company, in line with current work and health regulations, uses only 
materials and components that comply with European directives, coming 
from certified suppliers.

PRODUCTS, 
CREATIONS



CMAlifts is able to supply:

metal frames for lift shafts in compliance with 
current regulations, also in the slim version for 
reduced spaces, as well as suitable for existing 
buildings of historical and artistic value.  
The lift shaft structures  are made of steel sheet or 
hot-galvanised steel sheet, and are available for 
indoor and outdoor use, as well as for installation 
in difficult environments, such as coastal areas, 
and are always painted in RAL or micaceous iron.

Infill realised in:

• PAINTED METAL SHEET
• PLASTIC-COATED METAL SHEET
• INOX
• INSULATING PANELS
• GLASS 
(clear, bronze, fumè, milk, Stopsol and other)

EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL 
METAL LIFT SHAFT STRUCTURES



• Structures métalliques pour intérieur et extérieur (RAL,
INOX)
Standard, SLIM pour les espaces réduits, avec cristaux externes
et vis de reliure.
Remplissage en tôle vernie, plastifiée, acier inox, en isolation,
cristal et sur demande.
• Systèmes hydrauliques EN 81.2 – EN 81.20/50
Structure en chaise, portée jusqu’à 2400 kg
Configurations : tir direct central - tir latéral direct - tir en taille
2:1
• Système à contrepoids économe en énergie
Tir en taille 2:1, portée jusqu’à 375 kg et 230 V monophasé,
jusqu’à 900 kg et 400 V triphasé
• Systèmes électriques traditionnels EN 81.1 - EN 81.20/50
Structure en selle, portée jusqu’à 2000 kg et vitesse. Jusqu’à 2,5
m/s
Configurations : tir direct - tir en taille 2:1 avec renvoi en haut
ou en bas - Support pour treuil
• Systèmes électriques MRL EN 81.1 - EN 81.20 / 50
Tir direct, structure en chaise Pegaso NARROW distance entre
les guides 440 mm (portée jusqu’à 320 kg et vitesse. nominale 1
m/s)
Tir direct, structure en chaise Pegaso 1:1 (portée jusqu’à 630 kg
et vitesse. nominale 1 m/s)
Tir en taille, structure en chaise Pegaso 2:1 (portée jusqu’à 1250
kg et vitesse. nominale 1 m/s)
Tir en taille, structure en selle Pegaso DUE (portée jusqu’à 2000
kg et vitesse. nominale 2 m/s)
• Systèmes EN 81.21. cuvette (Fosse) réduite - hauteur sousdalle
réduite
Systèmes hydrauliques : fosse minimum 200* mm et hauteur
sous-dalle minimum 2400* mm (portée jusqu’à 2000 kg)
Systèmes électriques traditionnelles : fosse minimum 350* mm
Systèmes électriques MRL : fosse minimum 250* mm, hauteur
sous-dalle minimum 2400* mm et portée jusqu’à 800 kg
• Directive sur les machines de l’usine 2006/42 / CE
-Mercury : plate-forme hydraulique (portée jusqu’à 1000 kg et 
vitesse
0,15 m/s – vitesse. max 0,3 m/s NON CERTIFIÉ)

-Febo : plate-forme électrique MRL (portée jusqu’à 400 kg et 0,5 
kW et
vitesse. 0,15 m/s – vitesse. 0,3 m/s NON CERTIFIÉ).
• Kit de restructuration
Kit Simplex: destiné à la modernisation d’anciens systèmes 
électriques
Cabine Piuma: la cabine légère, avec panneaux en aluminium, 
dim
800x1200 avec porte POIDS 160 kg
• Plantes pour gaines étroites
-«Ponte Oleo», hydraulique avec structure externe 790 mm
-”Ponte elettrico MRL”, électrique avec structure externe 760 mm
-Hydraulique “distance entre les guides 400”, pour gaines à 
structure
extérieure 660 mm
-”MRL Pegaso Narrow”, pour gaines à structure extérieure 690 
mm
-”MRL Pegaso Ultraslim” avec pack mécanique 235 mm
-”FTR1 Slim” Hydraulique avec pack mécanique de 180 mm
• Installations spéciales
- Ascenseurs panoramiques
- Ascenseurs à usage alimentaire (acier AISI 316L)
- Ascenseurs à usage public USTIF (métros, gares)
- Ascenseurs de secours et de lutte contre l’incendie (D.M. ( 
décret
ministériel ) 15/09/2005),
- Ascenseurs anti-incendie (EN 81.72)
Cabines standard - personnalisées - panoramiques - façonnées- 
légères
- cadres - chambranles- portes palières (aveugles, revêtues, en 
cristal
encadrés et plein verre)

PRODUCT LIST
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* L’altitude indiquée est variable en fonction des spécifications de l’installation (type, vitesse et portée).
N. B : POUR TOUT AUTRE BESOIN, CMALIFTS SERA HEUREUSE D’ÉVALUER LA FAISABILITÉ TECHNIQUE.
N. B : TOUTES LES INSTALLATIONS PEUVENT ÊTRE DEMANDÉES SELON EN 81.70 - D.M. 236/89 (LOI 13)

ET AVEC ALIMENTATION 230 VOLTS MONOPHASÉS



TAILOR-MADE
QUALITY

100% MADE IN ITALY



PRODUCTION

Innovation, at CMAlifts, is driven by a corporate vision in which customer 
specifications, the skills of the Technical Department, the creativity of the workers 
and compliance with sector regulations, are all combined to guarantee products of 
high quality and reliability in full respect of the environment. All this is perfectly 
integrated in a wider policy of environmental sustainability in which CMAlifts uses 
solar panels and latest generation machinery, operating in full compliance with 
policies to safeguard health and safety at work.

CUSTOMER CARE

Our customers can count on an efficient customer-care service which uses a modern 
CRM (Customer Relationship Management). In addition, CMAlifts offers its customers, 
through access to the reserved area of the www.cmalifts.com website, the possibility 
to monitor the progress of orders, download certificates, projects and technical reports 
relating to plants and metal lift shaft structures.

LOGISTICS
In addition to the phases of design, production and assembly, logistics plays a key 
role, at CMAlifts, in ensuring that the goods are delivered on time and accurately 
at worldwide level. CMAlifts has a fleet of articulated vehicles, trucks and lorries 
equipped with hydraulic tail lifts. CMAlifts’ integrated logistics system starts with the 
procurement of raw materials and ends with the onsite delivery of the complete 
plant. 

RELY ON CMALIFTS FOR YOUR CHOICES





DATA CENTER

CMAlifts has always paid great attention to the computerization and 
automation of company processes, therefore, it has an in-house Data Center, 
CED, that comprises I.T. experts who are responsible for the implementation 
and maintenance of hardware and software systems. The management of 
production activities, at CMAlifts, takes place through a latest-generation 
ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) system capable of coordinating the 
procurement, production and delivery phases in the best possible way.  Finally, 
CED also takes care of the www.cmalifts.com web portal, updating the contents 
related to products, services and news.



OUR SOLIDARITY



CMAlifts is committed to supporting projects aimed at giving 
smiles back to the members of Gocce nell’Oceano and A.F.F.D.A. 
(Association of Families of Disabled Children). CMAlifts firmly 
believes in the educational value of sport, especially for young 
people, and is proud to sponsor the sports associations “Karate 

Ryugi” and “The Den of Tigers”, “ASD Basketball Ruvo di Puglia” 
and local football clubs.  Moreover, CMAlifts has joined the 
World Community Grid project and supports scientific research 
through the provision of its unused computing resources in 
order to sustain projects related to humanitarian, health and 
environmental issues.

SOCIAL, SPORT



 

CMAlifts is an ISO 9001: 2015, ISO 14001: 2015, OHSAS 18001: 2007 certified 
company, with the CE marking for metal structures according to EN 1090-1: 2009 + 
A1: 2011 with FPC 1370-CPR-1419 regulations.

 

RESPONSIBILITIES, CERTIFICATIONS

CMAlifts’
Board of Directors

Gaetano Caputo
Giulio Caputo

Dr Eng Francesco Coccia Pierluigi Patruno

Marco CaputoDr Paolo De Pasquale

Giulio Caputo Gaetano Caputo Vitantonio Tarantini

Claudia Domina Michele Campione

Vitantonio Tarantini

Grazia Scaringella

Marco Caputo Giovanni Natale Nuovo

Sales Office Technical Office
Research and 

Development Department

Administration
department Data Center

Product
Certifications

Purchase
department

Production Dpt. Logistics
department

Health & Safety
Manager (H&S)Doctor

Health, Safety & 
Environment Director (HSE)

Management
Systems Director

ISO 9001:2015 ISO 14001:2015 ISO 45001:2018



Associati

Gaetano Caputo
n.caputo@CMAlifts.com

Giulio Caputo
g.caputo@CMAlifts.com

Administration
amministrazione@CMAlifts.com

Certifications
certificazioni@CMAlifts.com

Technical Office
tecnico@CMAlifts.com

Production Department
produzione@CMAlifts.com

Research & Development Department
progettazione@CMAlifts.com

Logistics
logistica@CMAlifts.com

Purchase Department
acquisti@CMAlifts.com

Quotations
vendite@CMAlifts.com

Data Center
informatico@CMAlifts.com

info@CMAlifts.com

Associates
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